
Dear Team Parents, 
 
As part of our Celebration day, we are asking all team parents to organize their team 
players to make a banner of thanks for their coaches (no coaches please).  We feel 
this is an important time for the children to use their own gifts and talents to directly 
say thank you in a way they are able to do so.   
 
There will be a specific week in which all teams will come to the heartwarming café 
area after or before their weekly practice time. Rose will inform you ahead of time 
the day and time of your team’s banner project.  
 
We are providing the banners (poster boards), sport specific stickers (one for each 
player) and use of markers.  Teams may bring any extra arts and crafts to add to the 
poster and make it more special. PLEASE DO NOT BRING ANY OTHER TYPE OF 
POSTER TO USE. We will collect the completed banners and hold them until 
Celebration day. On celebration day, the children will be asked to line up along the 
gym walls by their team’s banner and wait for instruction to lead the parade of teams 
on to the stage. As they walk on stage, one team at a time will say “thank you” to 
their team’s coaches (in the microphone), walk off the other side of the stage and be 
directed by you, the team parent, back to their assigned seats to enjoy the rest of the 
celebration. This procession will be quick but meaningful.   
 
Please encourage this important event throughout the season as we want to have all 
of the team and coaches be present at the celebration.  It is the culmination of all 
that the volunteers, parents, players, and staff have given and experienced during the 
season and a way to show that appreciation on a special day.  
 
 
In Christ, 
Rose Farnell  
Recreation Ministry 
CSPORTS Coordinator 
Rec Desk 251.706.3326 
Rec Desk Fax 251.706.3316 
Christunitedcsports.com 
The LORD is my Shepard….Psalms 23 
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